Carolina Scholar Grace Porter part of summer NANOLink program

. . . . Grace Porter, Elizabeth Shelar, Ethan Washman and Brittany Miller are also busy at work in the NanoLINK program this summer. They are exploring geo-membranes, assessing nuclear waste and even working with several new forms of nanotechnology.

http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2015/06_nanolink.php#.Vaexf_lUg0F

Recent Carolina Scholar Grad creates a buzz, ends up on Buzzfeed

. . . . One of the first to get a quick breaking news story out was Thad Moore, an intern at the Washington Post’s business desk.

http://www.buzzfeed.com/davidmack/thad-is-on-it#.mfR1PEgE

McNair Scholar alumni writes for Huffington Post


University welcomes next class of Top Scholars

. . . . The University of South Carolina will welcome some of the nation’s and the state’s top students for the university’s most valuable and prestigious scholarship program. Recipients of the Carolina/Hamilton Scholar Awards for in-state students and the McNair/Horseshoe Scholar Awards for out-of-state students will join the Carolina community in August.

http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/announcements/2015/06_top_scholars.php#.VZPnFEBzNAN